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The School Board is now considering two major issues for the upcoming school year: a tax increase and school 

uniforms.  The two–school system was “sold” as a money saver…..consolidating staff, service personnel, 

administrators, utilities, outside services, and completely doing away with the extensive maintenance 

requirements at Dean School.  But despite this, the push is on for additional funding and changes, which can be 

summed up by two quotes from a recent BDNOW article: 

"This is a turning point year for us," Superintendent Deb Kerr said. She added the referendum-funded campus 
overhaul has built momentum for progress around the district, and that uniforms and additional taxpayer 
investment would "create a culture for learning and higher expectations." 

"I can't think of a more important year than the one coming up, for the school district," board member Dennis 
Griffin said during the budget deliberations. "(No other time) compares to the extent of changes that are 
happening this year." 

Taxes, but more accurately – responsible spending, will always be a key issue with BDCRG.  Currently a 

balanced budget, with the 0.38% increase (passed via the referendums) is achievable, and on the table.  But 

district staff has petitioned the School Board to fund four additional staff positions, technology updates and 

increased staff development.  However, the budget effects of these items will not be known until July, when the 

state finalizes their state-aid numbers. 

Despite the savings, which were promised with a two-school campus, let’s look at the two statements above.  

Mr. Griffin talks about the “extent of changes”……maybe each child will walk through a different door, into a 

different classroom, and maybe have a new teacher – gee, doesn’t that usually happen just about every year?  

Not a lot changed, except that we have a REALLY BIG GYM. 

Dr. Kerr’s “momentum for progress”….so we weren’t trying to progress in the past?  “Create a culture of 

learning and higher expectations” – so we didn’t try create this culture and low expectations in the past?  

Perhaps we’re simply trying to undo the damage we’ve done in the past.  Over the past few decades we’ve 

allowed things to “slide downhill.”  We’ve expected less from our students, we’ve expected less from our 

parents, we’ve expected less from our staff, and we’ve expected less from our community.  Low expectations 

do not breed success, and now they’re trying to climb back up that hill.  It’s a tough haul, but money is not the 

answer.  You can give a child an old book, demand that they learn it, and they will.  Or you can give a child a 

new laptop, expect nothing, and that’s exactly what you’ll get – nothing. 

School Uniforms are a “hot” item across the country right now.  According to state law, a 3-month waiting 

period must be in place before it can be implemented.  In addition, parents may “opt out” of the provision, and 

those who are economically disadvantaged (41% of our students) would receive financial assistance. 

So what would this cost?  What percentage would participate?  Will we end up with two classes of students in 

our schools – separated by clothing? 

But a more important question is why we’re at this point.  Here again, it’s because we’ve allowed things to 

“slide downhill” for so long.  Fearing dress codes would “hinder the expressions of the individual,” too much 

was allowed, and now it’s hard to get things back on track.  They talk about the countless class hours lost 

dealing with dress code violations.  What happened to the days when an administrator would be at the front 

entrance, and if you weren’t dressed right, you were sent home immediately.  When a student actually felt bad 

because they were disciplined by the school, and they knew their parents would stick up for the school, and 

you’d probably get a second punishment at home.  Now it’s…the child doesn’t care, and the parent either won’t 

care, or will blame the school.  Why?  Because we allowed it to happen!  The less you expect – the less you get! 
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The whole process seems disjointed at this point.  How can they consider additional spending, when they don’t 

know the cost of these provisions, and we have no idea where the state-aid numbers will come in?  The 

rationale behind their argument seems to simply be: that we need an investment in our schools so that the 

from the referendum doesn’t go to waste. 
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